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Are you looking for a great way to educate your customers, members, visitors or blog readers? Do you

have a list of people who are eager to learn how to build websites and make money online? Do you like

the idea of providing them with quick and easy videos that will show them simple tasks that will help them

build their online business? If you answered yes to any of those questions then you are going to want to

keep reading this page and find our how you can get 20 great videos that you can sell or share in any

way you want! "The simple truth is... People love learning from video and if you aren't giving them what

they want they are going to go some place else" Why do people love video tutorials.... Because they dont

require painful on screen reading, ebooks are hard to read and most people simply give up half way, but

not video... when people sit down all they need to do is watch as they are shown exactly what to do! You

leave absolutely nothing to guess, youre customers will fall madly in love with the concept of being shown

EXACTLY what to do; a quick tutorial solving a proven problem is an instant best seller. People feel they

are getting SO much more value when they get a multimedia product, I know it sounds crazy but videos

get a much lower refund rate then ebooks even if you use the SAME information and DOUBLE the price...

thats power! Video products are quick to digest, people are more busy then ever and when they can get

something quick, it tends to sell like crazy... Videos cut straight to the point leaving the reader with exactly

what they want and then shut up. Take a quick look at what you will be able to teach your visitors Video

#01: Learn to Set Up Free Webspace Using Gspace in 5 minutes. Video #02: Learn to Use The Camtasia

"Jump URL" Function in 2 minutes. Video #03: Learn to Set Up A Vacation Autoresponder in 2 minutes.

Video #04: Learn to Add A Trailing Cursor To Your Website in 5 minutes. Video #05: Learn to Create

PDF Without Installing Software in 2 minutes. Video #06: Learn to Schedule Email Using Aweber in 2

minutes. Video #07: Learn to Create A Blogger Account in 2 minutes. Video #08: Learn to Add A Domain

To Your Webhost in 2 minutes. Video #09: Learn to Join A Facebook Group in 2 minutes. Video #10:

Learn to Add Text To Your Camtasia Video in 2 minutes. Video #11: Learn to Add Transition Effects To

Your Videos in 2 minutes. Video #12: Learn to Track Visitors To Your Website in 6 minutes. Video #13:

Learn to Convert A Document To PDF in 5 minutes. Video #14: Learn to Register A Domain Name With
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Namecheap in 3 minutes. Video #15: Learn to Embed A Simple YouTube Video in 3 minutes. Video #16:

Learn to Watermark A YouTube Video in 8 minutes. Video #17: Learn to Upload A WordPress Theme in

4 minutes. Video #18: Learn to Check Your Website's Alexa Ranking in 4 minutes. Video #19: Learn to

Change DNS Settings For Your Domain in 2 minutes. Video #20: Learn to Do A Simple Domain Redirect

in 4 minutes. Every video comes in FLASH format and AVI Source. You get graphics in three styles:

SUPER BONUS: Order this amazing package today and you'll also receive A REPLICA Of This Sales

Website. Put Your Name On It, Enter Your Order Link, Upload Your Files And Start Selling This Amazing

Package Yourself! ** You Keep 100 Of The Sales And Profits Without Having To Share A Single Cent

With Me! These Videos Come With Private Label Rights Which means you can...... Sell it - Use it -

Change it - whatever you want. This Is A Huge 552 MB Download! Your PLR License: [Yes] Sell and

keep 100 of the profits [Yes] Add name to sales page [Yes] Add videos to membership site [Yes] Use as

a One Time Offer [Yes] Edit the sales page [Yes] Host the videos on your server [Yes] Sell resell rights

for $9.99 or more [Yes] Sell private label rights [Yes] Sell master resell rights [Yes] Sell on any

marketplace for $9.99 or more [Yes] Sell the videos separately You CANNOT [No] Give videos for free
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